
WELCOME TO ADVANCE HEALTH CARE SHOP; the same ADVANCE that has been 

serving over 1.8 million professionals by producing news magazines and online resources for the 

healthcare industry since 1985!

We’re happy to provide you with more information about our discount school uniform program. 

The program is of no cost to any organization. Our goal is to help your staff save money on 

school uniforms by offering your students discounts on scrubs, apparel, shoes, supplies, and 

easy access through our ADVANCE Healthcare Shop website (ADVANCEhealthcareshop.com). 

ONLINE:

 We provide a unique discount code and landing page to help your students to keep up with 

school uniform requirements easily and affordably

 Our discount code can be given out to every staff member, and used as often as they wish

IN PERSON:

 ADVANCE works with dozens of prestigious universities and facilities both locally and 

nationally and provides competitive pricing, embroidery, and personalization options to better 

serve your organization’s uniform needs

 We also offer on-site “pop-up shop” services to make it easy and convenient for your 

students to try on and purchase exactly what they need, without having to leave the hospital! 

Healthcare professionals, along with being passionate about their professions, know and trust 

the ADVANCE name. We’re known for our flexibility, as well as our super-fast turnaround and 

fulfillment along with unique exclusive products only available through our shop! We can help you 

craft this program to meet every outfitting need in your hospital. Let ADVANCE help you serve 

your employees, stay within your budget, and help you provide a service that enables you to 

support the mission of your organization! Call today to become an affiliate with ADVANCE!

Sincerely,

Michael Sabo

msabo@advanceweb.com

ADVANCEHealthcareShop.com /  877.405.9978  /  shopsupport@advanceweb.com
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